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SYMMETRY AND THE SIXTH FORCE:  
The Essen;al Role of Complements  

Adam Brandenburger and Barry Nalebuff  1

Abstract 

 We demonstrate why complements must be a sixth force in Porter’s (1980) Five 
Forces model. The mathema;cal defini;on of a complement is simply the flip of 
that of a subs;tute. Given the mirror-image symmetry, opportuni;es from 
complements should be treated as a force in the same way as are threats from 
subs;tutes. Porter (2008) rejects the idea that complements are a force. His first 
objec;on is the effect of complements fails a test of unidirec;onality. But this 
test conflates the posi;ve direct impact of complements on industry profits with 
the ambiguous effect complements have on the other five forces. We show by 
example the same ambiguity arises in the net effect of subs;tutes. Porter's 
second objec;on is the effect of complements can be fully understood through 
their impact on the exis;ng five forces. We provide an example where the 
structure of the complements industry has a direct effect on industry profits but 
no impact on the five forces. We go on to explore ways to shape the force of 
complements and, in par;cular, why a firm may want to intervene in the 
complements industry. Including opportuni;es from complements as a sixth 
force makes the Five Forces framework more valuable, not less. 

1. Introduc+on 

The Five Forces model of Porter (1980) is designed to describe the sources of power that 
influence the profitability of an industry. In par;cular, an increase in any of the five forces serves 
to decrease industry profits. Grove (1996) supplements the Five Forces analysis with the force 
of complements to arrive at what he calls the Six Forces analysis.  While this extension seems 2

obvious to us, it seems obviously wrong to Porter (2008) who argues that complements cannot 
be a dis;nct force and must be understood through their impact on the exis;ng five forces. 
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Why do we think complements must be a force? We begin with an observa;on on symmetry 
(For the role of symmetry in strategic analysis, see Brandenburger and Stuart (1996) and Foss 
and Hallberg (2014).) As we show below, the defini;ons of complements and subs;tutes are 
mirror images of each other. To include one—namely, subs;tutes—as a force but not the other, 
one would have to argue that there is something fundamentally different about the opera;on 
of subs;tutes versus complements. But there is no such difference. Opportuni;es from 
complements must be a force for exactly the same reason that threats from subs;tutes are a 
force. The direct effect of strong complements must necessarily be good for industry 
profitability in the same way that the direct effect of strong subs;tutes must necessarily bad for 
industry profitability. The net effect of strong complements (when taking into account the 
impact on the other forces) may be ambiguous, but, as we show, this is equally true of 
subs;tutes. 

Because complements are the mirror image of subs;tutes, the sign of the effect on profitability 
is reversed. This is not an issue. The issue is whether the effect on industry profits is 
unidirec;onal. Porter (2008, p. 87) claims that complements are unlike subs;tutes because their 
effect on industry profits is not  unidirec;onal and, therefore, they cannot be a force:  

[C]omplements are not a sixth force determining industry profitability since the 
presence of strong complements is not necessarily bad (or good) for industry 
profitability. Complements affect profitability through the way they influence the five 
forces. 

This view is reinforced by Adner and Lieberman (2021, p. 4), who write: “The pathways we 
describe convert ini;ally posi;ve rela;onships between complementors into something more 
adversarial.” In their example, the presence of complements directly raises industry profits, but 
this is more than offset via the indirect effect of reducing product differen;a;on. On this basis, 
they follow Porter to conclude that the effect of complements is not unidirec;onal and 
complements are not a sixth force. 

The mistaken concern over the ambiguous impact of complements comes from confla;ng two 
dis;nct effects: (1) a direct effect, and (2) an indirect effect on the other forces. The presence of 
complements, strong or not, improves profits by raising willingness-to-pay. The second feature 
of complements is they can reshape the other five forces—for example, by changing barriers to 
entry or rivalry—and this effect can go in either direc;on. The indirect effect can dominate and 
so the net effect of these two factors can also go in any direc;on. 

The unidirec;onality test for a force only need apply to the direct effect. Indeed, we provide an 
example in which the presence of strong subs;tutes is a net posi;ve—rather than a nega;ve—
for industry profitability. The net effect of subs;tutes is ambiguous due to their impact on the 
other forces, in this case increasing product differen;a;on and thereby reducing rivalry. That 
doesn’t mean threats from subs;tutes are not a force. 
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Porter (2008, p. 87) makes a second claim—that the effect of complements on industry 
profitability must be assessed via their influence on the Five Forces and only via that route. We 
saw this in the first quote, and we see it, again, in the second quote below: 

The strategist must trace the posi;ve or nega;ve influence of complements on all five 
forces to ascertain their impact on profitability.


This view is too narrow. We provide an example in which the complementors’ market structure 
is fundamentally important to the base industry structure and yet there is no impact on any of 
the exis;ng five forces. In par;cular, we consider a monopolized industry where buyer power is 
zero, supplier power is zero, there are no threats from entry, and no rivalry since the firm is a 
monopoly. Thus it would appear that the monopoly firm would be the only player with a claim 
on industry profits. 

And yet, when complements maoer, even a monopolist has to compete with its complementors 
for a share of industry profits. The structure of the complements industry can have a profound 
effect on the base industry profits. Complementor firms are similar to customers and suppliers 
in that they, too, have a claim on industry profits. The strength of that claim depends on the 
structure of the complements industry. The monopolist’s profits will be higher when the 
complements industry is more compe;;ve and lower when the complements industry is also 
monopolized. This effect on industry profits cannot be captured via by any of the other five 
forces. Buyer power, for example, doesn’t change—it remains at zero—with a change in the 
complementor industry structure. The strategist therefore cannot use the five forces to trace 
the posi;ve or nega;ve influence of complements on base industry profitability. 

One contribu;on of this paper is to highlight the difference between the direct effect of any 
force—which is monotonic—and its indirect effect on the other forces that can have any sign. A 
second contribu;on is to help raise the strategic profile of complements. They are open thought 
of as something nice to have or poten;ally problema;c, but are addressed more as a stepchild. 
We believe complements deserve equal billing. This has been happening as researchers move 
from industry analysis to ecosystem analysis. Early examples include Teece (1986) who 
considered how the market structure of complementary assets affects an innovator’s ability to 
capture profits, and Gawer and Henderson (2007) who studied Intel’s many strategies for 
shaping its complementor industries. More recently, Adner (2017), Jacobides, Cennamo, and 
Gawer (2018) and Cusumano, Gawer, and Yoffie (2019) consider the ac;ve role of 
complementors in ecosystems. Adner and Lieberman (2021) provide a systema;c examina;on 
of how complementors disrupt established firms. We provide further examples of how 
complementors impact the strategic landscape in Sec;on 4. 

The main contribu;on of this paper is to demonstrate why complements must be a sixth force. 
Some accept this, e.g., Ghemawat (2017), but no one, ourselves included, has ever formally 
made the argument and addressed the counter-arguments. 
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Sec;on 2 introduces the formal defini;on of complements. This defini;on helps highlight the 
essen;al symmetry between complements and subs;tutes. The mathema;cs suggests 
complements must be on an equal foo;ng to subs;tutes. We also provide some brief examples 
that show the variety of poten;al complement rela;onships. 

Sec;on 3 presents the two arguments offered for why complements are not an independent 
force: (1) their effect is not monotonic; and (2) their effect is best understood through the 
impact of the other five forces. We show the flaws in each argument. In par;cular, we show that 
the same issues of non-monotonicity apply equally to subs;tutes. Therefore, a consistent 
applica;on of this argument would say that subs;tutes are not a force. As we explain, the 
confusion is over the direct effect versus the effect on the other five forces. The direct effect is 
monotonic. The indirect effect can go in either direc;on and can even overturn the direct effect. 

We demonstrate the flaw in the second argument by providing an example in which the effect 
of complements cannot be understood via its impact on the other five forces. There is a direct 
effect and no indirect effect. Thus it is not sufficient to consider only the impact on the exis;ng 
five forces. 

Sec;on 4 provides several examples of strategic insights that come from looking at 
complements. In par;cular, every strategy with regard to a subs;tute has a flip when it comes 
to a complement. 

Sec;on 5 offers a brief conclusion. The appendix provides a mathema;cal model to support our 
example where increased compe;;on from subs;tutes improves industry profits. 

2. The Argument in Favor 

We begin by highligh;ng the symmetry between the defini;ons of subs;tutes and 
complements. Two firms iden;fied by their products A and B are selling subs;tutes for a 
customer if 

     (1a) 

where WTP(AB) is the willingness-to-pay for products A and B together, WTP(A) is the 
willingness-to-pay for A alone when there is no B, and WTP(B) is the willingness-to-pay for for B 
alone when there is no A. The sub-addi;vity of WTP’s is the defini;on of subs;tu;on between A 
and B. 

Equivalently, products A and B are subs;tutes if 

      (1b) 

W TP(AB) ≤ W TP(A) + W TP(B),

W TP(AB) − W TP(B) ≤ W TP(A)
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The addi;onal willingness-to-pay for A if B is already owned is less than or equal to the 
willingness-to-pay for A alone. Similarly, the willingness-to-pay for B if A is already owned is less 
than or equal to the willingness-to-pay for B alone. 

Inequality (1) holds us when two products A and B are subs;tutes for a customer. There is a 
mirror-image defini;on: In place of “ ” write “ ”. That is, consider the case when A and B are 
related in this way: 

      (2) 

This is the formal defini;on of what it means to say two products A and B are complements.  3

We see that complementarity is the mirror-image symmetric counterpart to subs;tu;on. 
Complementarity means that the WTP for A when B is owned is greater than or equal to the 
WTP for A alone. Similarly, the WTP for B when A is owned is greater than or equal to the WTP 
for B alone. 

Subs;tutes and complements are on the same logical foo;ng. As a general maoer, it is hard to 
understand how a ≤ rela;onship could be deemed a force while a ≥ rela;onship is not. The prior 
belief must be the two rela;onships are on an equal foo;ng, up to a sign flip. Unless there is a 
compelling argument to the contrary, the default posi;on should be that opportuni;es from 
complementors are a sixth force. 

Complements are the mirror image of subs;tutes. Just as subs;tutes lower WTP, complements 
raise WTP. Just as there are threats from subs;tutes, there are opportuni;es from 
complements. Just as low-priced subs;tutes pose a greater threat, high-priced complements 
pose a smaller opportunity. And just as complements can raise or lower industry profits via their 
effect on the other forces, so can subs;tutes. 

Examples 

While the complementor rela;onship is commonly understood at an intui;ve level, there are 
some interes;ng special cases along with the standard examples. 

Newlix and Comcast illustrate the standard complementor rela;onship. Each makes the other 
more valuable. Newlix increases the customer’s WTP for high-speed Internet, while high-speed 
internet increases the WTP for Newlix. Adner and Lieberman (2021) consider the effect of 
delivery service DoorDash on restaurant industry profits. DoorDash is as a complementor to 
restaurants since it makes take-out more convenient and reliable, while restaurants make 
DoorDash more valuable since they provide something to deliver. 

≤ ≥

W TP(AB) ≥ W TP(A) + W TP(B) .

 This defini;on goes back to Fisher (1892), Edgeworth (1897), and Pareto (1909).3
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There is the important special case of perfect complements (also called unique or strict 
complements). Here, each product has no value in isola;on but together they create value: 
WTP(A) = WTP(B) = 0, WTP(AB) > 0. Back in the early days of the PC, there was one main op;on 
for an opera;ng system (Microsop) and one main op;on for microprocessors (Intel). Only the 
two together created a posi;ve WTP. Other examples of perfect complements (or nearly so) are 
airplane bodies and airplane engines, mobile phone handsets and wireless networks, and 
pharmaceu;cal cocktails where the individual drugs have limited applica;on, but the 
combina;on is effec;ve. 

The case of theaters on Broadway demonstrates that the classifica;on of a rela;onship can be 
more complicated. There are elements of both subs;tu;on and complementarity in the 
rela;onships between theaters. Because there are many shows to choose from, more people 
decide to visit New York to take a theater holiday. Having many shows raises WTP and hence 
expands the market. This is Porter’s (1998) cluster effect. Here we have complementarity arising 
inside the industry. On the other hand, once the customer is in the city, the shows become 
subs;tutes. More people come to the city, but the shows then compete for those customers. 
We call this rela;onship ex ante complements and ex post subs7tutes. Which effect is stronger 
will determine the net effect of the rela;onship. 

Just as subs;tutes exist on both the customer and supplier side, so too do complements.  4

Broadway shows also illustrate a complementarity rela;onship with respect to the supplier side. 
A set designer has a limited engagement working on any single show. The fact that there are a 
large number of shows means a set designer can seole in New York and find a more steady 
stream of income. The same goes for ligh;ng designers, costume designers, even actors and 
directors. Here, too, there are elements of both subs;tu;on and complementarity. The 
collec;on of shows helps expand the market of suppliers, but the shows are also compe;ng for 
the same actors, directors, and designers. All the strategies discussed in rela;onship to 
complements on the customer side apply equally to complements on the supply side. 

3. The Arguments Against 

There are two arguments against making complements a sixth force: The effect of strong 
complements is not monotonic and the effect of complements can be en;rely understood via 
their effect on the other five forces. 

We start with the poten;ally nega;ve net effect of strong complements. Porter (2008) provides 
an example where complements reduce entry barriers and thereby lower industry profits. In 
Adner and Lieberman (2021), DoorDash reduces the importance of a restaurant’s geophysical 

 More formally, two firms A and B are subs;tutes for a supplier if WTS(AB) ≥ WTS(A) + WTS(B). They are 4

complementors if the rela;onship is WTS(AB) ≤ WTS(A) + WTS(B). Here, WTS stands for willingness-to-sell and 
represents the minimum amount a supplier requires to provide firm A, firm B, or both A and B. See Oberholzer-Gee 
(2021) for several examples of supply-side complements.
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loca;on, thereby lowering product differen;a;on which leads to increased rivalry (and lower 
profits). 

Just as complements can lower industry profits via their indirect effect, subs;tutes can raise 
industry profits via their indirect effect. Consider the effect of the threat from a generic drug 
subs;tute to the branded drug industry. 

The direct effect is clearly nega;ve since generics reduce WTP for the branded drugs. The 
stronger the subs;tute, the more it reduces WTP (and thereby leaves the branded products 
with a smaller market). The effect on inter-firm rivalry goes in the opposite direc;on. The 
existence of a generic drug entrant takes price-sensi;ve customers out of the market leaving 
behind those most loyal to the branded drugs. In our example, developed formally in the 
Appendix, this increase in differen;a;on of the branded products leads to reduced rivalry and a 
large price increase, one more than sufficient to offset the loss in customers to the generic 
subs;tutes. Even though the net effect of subs;tutes in this example is posi;ve, this is not an 
argument against subs7tutes being a force. The example depends on an indirect effect 
overriding the direct effect. We don’t say that subs;tutes are not a force because their net 
effect is ambiguous. That subs;tutes are a force follows from their unambiguous direct effect. 

Note that this is one more applica;on of symmetry: every argument regarding a subs;tute has a 
flipped version when it comes to a complement. If complementors can lead to more rivalry, we 
should be able to find an example where subs;tutes led to less rivalry. Every argument can be 
flipped. 

We generally think that the net effect of threats from subs;tutes is to yield lower industry 
profits in the base industry. Generic drugs is the unusual case. Similarly, we generally think the 
net effect of opportuni;es from complements is to yield higher profits. DoorDash is the unusual 
case. It is fine to have the intui;on that opportuni;es from complements generally lead to 
higher industry profits just as threats from subs;tutes generally lead to lower industry profits. 
Unidirec;onality of the net effect is not something that must be true as a mathema;cal rule for 
either complements or subs;tutes. The fact that the net effect can go either way is not relevant 
to something being a force. 

We have shown that complements sa;sfy the same monotonicity property as subs;tutes—the 
direct effect is unambiguous even though the net effect can go either way—and thus have equal 
claim to be a force. And by symmetry, complements work just like subs;tutes except in the 
opposite direc;on. They are on a logical par with subs;tutes. 

Porter (2008) makes a second claim: The effect of complements on industry profitability must 
be assessed via their influence on the Five Forces and only via that route. We agree that 
complements can influence any of the Five Forces. Our issue is whether this is the only or even 
primary way to understand their influence. The influence of complements can have a direct 
effect, and this direct effect, just like with subs;tutes, must be understood as a dis;nct force. 
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Consider a firm, in par;cular a monopolist, that is in the most favorable posi;on according to 
the Five Forces. Customers are all small rela;ve to the size of the market and have no power. 
The firm’s inputs are commodi;es and there are many suppliers, with no power. The firm is 
protected from rivalry or entry by its head start and IP. And there are no good subs;tutes. This 
was a reasonable descrip;on of Microsop in the mid-1980s to mid-90s. 

According to the Five Forces, Microsop should have taken home literally all of the value in the 
value chain. And while Microsop did do very well, there was another player who also had equal 
claim to this value. That player was Intel, Microsop’s complementor. In fact, during the 
mid-1980s to mid-90s, Intel’s profits per PC sold were roughly equal to Microsop’s; see 
Casadesus-Masanell, Nalebuff, and Yoffie (2008, Table 1). 

If Intel were one of many commodity chip makers, it would price at close to cost and Microsop 
would not have to “compete” with Intel for profits. Microsop would have been able to double 
its profits.  5

Bringing this back to Porter (2008), none of these effects can be understood via their influence 
on the Five Forces. Whether microprocessors are supplied by an Intel monopoly or many 
compe;ng chip makers, the Five Forces for the opera;ng system industry do not change. They 
are all zero. There is no customer or supplier power, no threats from entrants or subs;tutes, 
and no firm rivalry in either situa;on. And yet, industry profitability fundamentally depends on 
the industry structure of the complementors. 

Another way of saying this is to follow Teece (2014) who argues we should replace industry 
analysis with ecosystem analysis. Profits in one part of the ecosystem—the base industry—
cannot be analyzed separately from the ecosystem as a whole. The force of complementors is as 
important as the other five forces in determining the division of ecosystem profits. 

In summary, the non-monotonicity of the net effect cannot rule out complements as a force. It 
would have to rule out subs;tutes as well. And the effect of complementors cannot be 
understood via the exis;ng Five Forces as seen in our example of how the structure of the 
microprocessor industry influences profits in the sopware industry (and vice versa). 

Symmetry says that complements must be on equal foo;ng with subs;tutes and we’ve shown 
the arguments against their being a sixth force don’t hold up. Properly understood, the force of 
complements is always a posi;ve—it is an opportunity, not a threat. Complements have a direct 
effect in terms of the crea;on of value. Opportuni;es from complements are on an equal 
foo;ng and perfectly symmetric with threats from subs;tutes. This is why opportuni;es from 
complements must be a sixth force. 

 Microsop profits would more than double since it would not only be able to capture all of Intel’s profits, it would 5

also raise combined profits across the two industries by avoiding double marginaliza;on; see Sec;on 4.
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4. Complementor Strategies 

We now turn to examining some economics of complements. Not surprisingly, since they are a 
new force, complements present some novel features. 

Symmetry helped us understand why complementors are a force. Symmetry also helps us 
translate known strategies for subs;tutes into less known strategies for complements. Every 
strategy toward a compe;tor has a symmetric counterpart toward a complementor.  These 6

flipped strategies are less familiar and thus provide an opportunity for fresh strategic thinking. 

1. A firm prefers few or no compe;tors. A firm prefers many complementors. 

2. A firm prefers compe;tor products to be low quality. A firm prefers complementor 
products to be high quality. 

3. A firm prefers its compe;tors to have high unit cost. A firm prefers its complementors 
to have low unit cost and thereby charge a low price. This is because the extent to which 
a complement raises willingness-to-pay depends on its price. The higher the price, the 
less the residual willingness-to-pay of the customer, who considers both prices when 
evalua;ng a purchase. 

4. A firm should be wary of entering the subs;tutes market since that may lead to 
increased rivalry and lower prices in the subs;tutes industry, and thus greater threats 
from the subs;tutes. Conversely, a firm may enter the complementor market with the 
direct intent to lower the price there. A lower price in the complementary market allows 
the firm to raise its price in its original market. 

5. When compe;tors coordinate, they restrict output and raise price. This leads to 
higher profits and lower consumer welfare. When complementors coordinate, they 
expand output and lower price. This again leads to higher profits, but here coordina;on 
raises consumer welfare. This is an argument in favor of coordina;on or mergers among 
complementors. 

6. Cost compe;;on between compe;tors is generally fierce. If a firm is able to lower its 
costs, not only will it save money on its market share, it can use the improved cost 
structure to take share away from rivals. Thus the profit incen;ve to reduce costs is 
large. Conversely, there is insufficient incen;ve to reduce costs in the strategic 

  By “compe;tor” we mean providers of subs;tutes, whether those subs;tutes are inside or outside the industry 6

in ques;on. In par;cular, our use of the term “compe;tor” includes what in the Five Forces are called providers of 
subs;tutes. The philosophy is that customers don’t care about industry boundaries. Any product that competes for 
their dollars needs to be considered by firms in the base industry.
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interac;on between complementors. This is a second argument in favor of coordina;on 
or merger among complementors. 

The first two points are self-evident. But they can overturn conven;onal wisdom concerning 
focus. There is a common view that a firm should “s;ck to its knizng.” This is not true in the 
case of complements in nascent ecosystems. These ecosystems open have boolenecks and 
coordina;on issues caused by missing or inferior complements. In the residen;al solar power 
industry, one firm solved this problem by iden;fying and overcoming boolenecks caused by an 
underdeveloped complement, specifically financing; see Hannah and Eisenhardt (2005). Even 
when complements do exist, a firm can’t count on the market to supply the desired quan;ty 
and quality of complements. It may need to be more ac;vely involved. 

Consider the case of car companies and electric charging sta;ons. Providers of high-speed 
electric charging sta;ons are unlikely to charge prices that lead to large profits. (This is in part 
due to the fact that customers have some ability to subs;tute by slow charging at home or at 
work.) Thus independent companies have not entered the charging sta;on market with the 
magnitude and speed necessary to support the electric-car business. To the extent they have 
entered, they have focused on the most profitable geographies. This has led to charging deserts 
which impact the overall sales of EV’s.  7

Building a na;onal high-speed charging network requires coordina;on. The charging sta;ons 
are complements to each other, not just with EV’s, since a bigger network leads EV owners to 
take longer trips where they rely on away-from-home chargers. This suggests the need for a 
large player that can solve the coordina;on problem. But a large player will have some market 
power. To avoid this issue, a firm may want to enter its complements market. Tesla, for example, 
wants to ensure that an extensive network exists and is not controlled by a complementor with 
market power—since that complementor would then have a claim on the the total pie. 

Since Tesla had the greatest need for the complement and the greatest ability to mone;ze its 
value, Elon Musk built a proprietary charging network when he launched the Tesla EV; see Van 
den Steen (2015). Whether or not profits would be earned on the charging network, the 
network created the poten;al for the large market value Tesla has been able to achieve. Indeed, 
Tesla has achieved a compe;;ve advantage by having the best proprietary supply of 
complements. 

Even in established industries, firms will take an ac;ve role in promo;ng the entry and 
development of complementors. Gawer and Henderson (2007, p. 3) describe how Intel 
“subsidize[s] entry into complementary markets … largely, but not only, by the development and 
widespread dissemina;on of intellectual property.” At the ;me, Intel had over 80 percent 

 As of June 2021, there were 38,500 Level II charging sta;ons and 5,150 DC Fast charging sta;ons in the US (US 7

Dept. of Energy, 2021) compared with over 115,000 gas sta;ons (each with mul;ple pumps). Excluding Tesla 
chargers, the US DOE map shows large gaps in the Midwest. In Europe, carmakers have come together to form 
Ionity in order to build out a comprehensive high-speed charging network.
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market share in CPUs and understood the only way to grow substan;ally was to expand the 
market, not market share (Gawer and Henderson, 2007). That led Intel to pursue a strategy of 
suppor;ng complementors. 

Point 3 is also clear. Since some customers care about the combined price of the 
complementary products, a firm will look for strategies that will reduce the price charged by its 
complementors.  A lower cost structure for the complementor will help support a lower price. 8

This may lead a firm to help its complementor lower its cost by, for example, sharing demand 
forecasts or providing access to forthcoming technologies. 

Generally speaking, firms in an industry want their complements to have a low price, and the 
lower the beoer. The case of ex ante complements and ex post subs;tutes provides a par;al 
excep;on to this rule. Here, a firm wants such products to have a low-enough price to be 
effec;ve in expanding the market, but a high-enough price not to take away its customers. 

Point 4 helps us understand the complicated dynamic between complementor firms. 
Complementors are both friend and foe (Brandenburger and Nalebuff, 1996). While a firm 
wants to have complementors in the market, it generally wants the complements to be 
inexpensive. A firm has two ways to expand demand via pricing: reduce its price or reduce the 
price of its complementor. Reducing its price leads to lower margins. Reducing the price of its 
complementor increases demand with no effect on margin. Thus firms have an incen;ve to 
reduce the pricing power of their complementors. 

For this reason, a firm might want to enter the complementor market or intervene in ways that 
make the complements market more compe;;ve. Microsop and Intel have each at ;mes 
worked to make the industry structure of the other more compe;;ve. Microsop seeks to make 
the chip industry more compe;;ve. Thus we have seen Microsop support AMD to help it be a 
more effec;ve rival to Intel. Turning the tables, Intel doesn’t want Microsop to have power in its 
industry, and this has led Intel to support Linux and Apple as rival opera;ng systems; see 
Casadesus-Masanell and Yoffie (2007). 

A firm might want to enter the complementor market without actually selling any product. In 
par;cular, if firm B is more efficient in the complementary market, firm A’s goal is not to sell the 
complementary product but to get firm B (or firm B’s, if there are several) to lower their price. 
This can be done via a price squeeze (Ordover, Sykes, and Willig, 1985) or an access squeeze (in 
which firm A gives a complementor exclusive or preferen;al treatment condi;onal on a low 
price). Unlike tradi;onal preda;on, the firm does not need to recoup losses from low-price 
entry in the complements market; it can recoup the profits right away in the home market with 
higher prices (Nalebuff, 2005). 

 In the case of perfect complements, customers only buy A and B together and thus customers only care about the 8

combined price. In other cases, some but not all customers will buy the two complements together. Those 
customers (along with those on the margin) care about the combined price. 
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While a firm wants the price of its complementors to be low, if the price is too low that can lead 
to problems. A firm wants to preserve the investment incen;ves on the part of complementors; 
see Farrell and Katz (2000).  As explained by Gawer and Henderson (2007), Intel created the 9

Intel Architecture Lab and structured it as a standalone not-for-profit unit; the structure was a 
commitment device to help Intel support the complementor markets without also sucking up all 
the profits in those markets and thereby deterring investment and entry. This example of Intel’s 
interven;on in the complements industry is another illustra;on of why the force of 
complements cannot be understood only through their impact on the exis;ng five forces. The 
industry structure of the complements market directly impacts the base industry profits, 
separate from any effect on buyer power, supplier power, rivalry, entry, or subs;tutes. 

Point 5, that coordina;on between complementors leads to lower prices and higher profits, is a 
result going back to Cournot (1838, pp. 100–103), who observed that prices are inflated when 
separate monopolists control the pricing of perfect complements. The problem with a lack of 
coordina;on between complementors is iden;cal to the problem of double marginaliza;on 
along a supply chain (Spengler, 1950). Each firm charges a markup over cost in order to earn a 
profit. Those combined markups add up to an inefficiently high total. 

When a complementor chooses a price to maximize profits, it is indifferent between raising or 
lowering its price by a small amount (say $1). But the firm is not indifferent as to the price its 
complementor charges: it would like to see its complementor lower its price since that increases 
demand.  Thus two complementors could propose the following trade: Firm A will lower its 10

price by $1 if firm B will lower its price by $1. The direct effect of a lower price is a wash for both 
firms. But the indirect effect is a pure win since demand is increased with no hit to margin. 

This also suggests that two complementors that merge can solve the double-marginaliza;on 
problem and thereby achieve an advantage over rivals in the two markets whose pricing is 
independent and thus inflated; see Nalebuff (2000). 

The situa;on is more complicated if there are mul;ple firms providing each of the 
complements. A merger of complementors may lower the number of op;ons consumers have 
to mix-and-match across complements. If all complements are sold as packages, the resul;ng 
bundle-against-bundle compe;;on lowers prices when there are only two compe;ng bundles 

 In Heeb (2003), the monopolist integrates with the complementor and thereaper provides the complement 9

product at cost. Even though profits are zero in the complements market, integra;on solves the double 
marginaliza;on problem and expands the incen;ve to innovate.

 This argument relies a reduc;on in the price of the complement leading to an increase in demand. Cheng and 10

Nahm (2007) consider a model in which the essen;al nature of the complements only runs one way: A is essen;al 
to B, but B is not essen;al to A. (In our nota;on, WTP(AB) ≥ WTP(A) > 0 and WTP(B) = 0.) In such cases, they show 
there will not be a double marginaliza;on problem if the customer indifferent to buying A does not also buy B. 
Lowering the price of B has no effect on the demand for A since the demand for the complements are, in effect, 
“independent” at the equilibrium prices.
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but will raise prices as the number of bundles becomes large; see Nalebuff (2000) and Zhou 
(2017). If only some of the complements are sold as packages, it may be hard for single-product 
firms to compete against a mul;-product firm that offers a bundled pricing discount; see 
Whinston (1990), Nalebuff (2004), and Choi (2008). The complements sold independently face a 
coordina;on problem that hampers them from matching the bundle price. We saw this in the 
early days of Microsop Office sopware. It was far cheaper to purchase the bundle of Microsop’s 
Word, Excel, and Powerpoint than to buy WordPerfect, Lotus, and Harvard Graphics separately. 
The single-product firms all lost out. 

Point 6, that there are insufficient incen;ves to lower costs, follows from the equal-profit result 
for perfect complements; see Cournot (1838, p. 102) and Casadesus-Masanell, Nalebuff, and 
Yoffie (2010). Two monopolists, A and B, selling perfect complements earn equal profits even 
when their costs differ.  Since each firm’s product is essen;al, demand for each firm must be 11

the same. It depends only on the combined price and is therefore equal to . Thus 
the change in demand from an increase in price, , is iden;cal for firms A and B. 
Since  is the same for both firms and likewise for , we get . Since profit 
margins are the same, so are profits: .  12

If profits are always equal, this means if firm A is able to lower its unit costs by $1, it will only 
save 50¢ per unit on its exis;ng market. Remember that profits will s;ll be equal aper the cost 
reduc;on. Thus the complementor firm B will increase its price by 50¢ while firm A (aper cost 
reduc;on) will reduce its price by 50¢.  Firm A with the $1 cost reduc;on will see an increase in 13

profits primarily due to the 50¢ increase in profit margin, as will the complementor firm B that 
has increased price by 50¢. 

The incen;ve to reduce cost is cut in half. The expenses associated with cost reduc;on ac;vity 
are en;rely borne by one firm, while the gains are spread equally between the firm and its 
complementor. Thus we expect to see inflated costs when there is a complementary 
rela;onship between firms. Even if the two complements are not essen;al, so that profits need 
not be equal, provided any of the increased profits from reduced cost flow to the 
complementor, the leakage leads to an insufficient incen;ve to lower cost. 

There is a public policy implica;on of the fact that complementarity is the mirror image of 
subs;tu;on. We have two reasons for mergers between complementors. The first is to provide 
proper incen;ves to cut costs. The second is to provide incen;ves to reduce double 

D(pA + pB)
D′ (pA + pB)

D D′ pA − cA = pB − cB
ΠA = ΠB

 As previously noted, life;me profits earned by Intel and Microsop from each PC were roughly equal over the mid 11

80s to mid 90s; see Table 1 in Casadesus-Masanell, Nalebuff, and Yoffie (2008). This was true even though hardware 
has much higher marginal costs than sopware.

 This result assumes constant marginal costs and equal fixed costs.12

 In addi;on, the base price for both firms will fall a small amount and demand will rise, but this will have no first-13

order impact on profits. 
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marginaliza;on. While mergers between compe;tors generally lead to higher prices, here both 
effects lead to lower prices and greater consumer welfare.  14

5. Conclusion 

Complements are more than something nice to have. They cons;tute a force and one that has 
been less studied and less understood. One proof of this is there has had to be a debate about 
whether or not they are on equal foo;ng with other forces. 

The mathema;cal defini;on of a complement is simply the flip of a subs;tute. Given the mirror-
image symmetry, there is no reason to treat opportuni;es from complements any differently 
than threats from subs;tutes. The objec;on that opportuni;es from complements cannot be a 
force because their effect is not always posi;ve is a confusion that results from confla;ng the 
posi;ve direct impact of complements with the ambiguous effect complements can have on the 
other five forces. The same ambiguity arises in the net effect of subs;tutes. 

The effect of complements cannot be fully understood through their impact on the exis;ng five 
forces as we saw in the example of a monopolized industry. In par;cular, the structure of the 
complements industry will have a direct effect on industry profits. For this reason, a firm may 
want to intervene in the complements industry. 
  
The strategist has to both see and shape the landscape. It is hard, perhaps impossible, to shape 
what one does not see.  As Intel cofounder Andrew Grove said, part of the strategist’s job is to 
spot the errors of omission, not just commission (Ramo, 1997). How does one discover 
strategies that have not been considered? Symmetry points where to look. We have shown that 
the tool of symmetry is essen;al to providing a more complete map and therefore essen;al to 
shaping the business landscape. In par;cular, the strategist can flip any exis;ng strategy toward 
subs;tutes and apply it to complements. 

We see complements as a complement to the Five Forces framework. Including opportuni;es 
from complements as a sixth force makes the framework more valuable, not less. 

 On the flip side, if the merged firm only sells the complements as a package, this will make it harder for poten;al 14

rivals to enter, since they will be forced to develop both complementary products, not just one; see Choi and 
Stefanadis (2001) and Nalebuff (2004). Even if the merged firm engages in mixed bundling, Masson, Dalkir, and 
Eisenstadt (2014) demonstrate poten;al downsides to consumer welfare. Customers may be driven away from 
making their ideal mix-and-match combina;on of complements and the combined monopolist may be able to do a 
beoer job of price discrimina;on.
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7. Appendix 

An increased threat from subs;tutes can lead to an increase in industry profits. In our example, 
the entry of a generic drug (the subs;tute) takes away market share from the industry and 
thereby lowers profits. But, in the process,  the entry also removes price-sensi;ve consumers 
from the market and thereby reduces inter-firm rivalry. The reduc;on in rivalry more than 
offsets the loss of market share. The equilibrium model below provides the details. 

We assume customers are uniformly located along the line segment [0, 1]. There are two 
incumbent firms; firm 0 is located at 0 and firm 1 is located at 1. Ini;ally, there are only branded 
drugs available in the market. The customer located at x has a value V(x) – x for the branded 
drug from firm 0 and V(x) – (1–x) from firm 1. We assume that V(x) = 3 for all customers in [0, 
0.3) and (0.7, 1], and V(x) is 2 for all customers in [0.3, 0.7].  

When a generic subs;tute arrives in the market, there are two firms selling iden;cal generic 
products both located at 0.5. The customer located at x has u;lity VG(x) – |x – 0.5|, where we 
assume VG(x) = 0.92 for all customers. The generic is less valuable than the branded drug, but it 
is also very well posi;oned for customers located near the center of the market.  

Our point in choosing these parameters is to provide a simple illustra;on of how increased 
compe;;on from subs;tutes can lead to greater product differen;a;on and thereby raise 
profits. When the generics enter the market, they capture all the price sensi;ve consumers in 
the “middle” of the market and leave those near the original firms. The remaining consumers 
have strong preferences for the incumbents and this leads to an increase in price that more 
than compensates for the lost market share. 

Price equilibrium prior to entry. 

In the Nash equilibrium, both firms charge a price p = 1. Each firm captures the half of the 
market closest to its posi;on. Profits are 0.5 for each firm. 

Proof: Firm 0’s profits when it charges a price p and Firm 1 charges 1 are: 

    

Firm 0 would have to charge p=0 in order to capture the en;re market. This quadra;c profit 
func;on is maximized at p = 1. A parallel argument shows that firm 1 maximizes profits at p=1 
when Firm 0 is charging 1. 

Given that all consumers have a valua;on of at least 2 and transporta;on costs are no more 
than 0.5, even the consumer located at 0.5 prefers to purchase at p = 1 than to buy nothing. 
This confirms that both firms capture half the market at a common price of 1 and that profits 
are 0.5 for each incumbent firm. 

Π0 = p(0.5 + 0.5(1 − p)) = p(1 − 0.5p) .
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Price equilibrium aXer generic entry. 

The two generic firms are iden;cal in terms of product and loca;on. This lack of differen;a;on 
leads them to charge a price of 0. In the resul;ng Nash equilibrium, all consumers in [0.3, 0.7] 
purchase the generic product, while those located closer to the two endpoints purchase the 
original branded product from their nearest incumbent firm at a price of 1.98. 

Proof: The 0 price for the generic firms follows from Bertrand compe;;on. For the branded 
products, consider the pricing op;ons for firm 0 when firm 1 is charging 1.98: 

  

  

  

  

  

If firm 0 chooses to raise its price above 1.98, it will start to lose consumers to the generic 
product. The consumer located just below 0.3 has u;lity 0.92 – 0.2 = 0.72 from buying the 
generic and u;lity 3 – 0.3 – 1.98 = 0.72 from buying the premium product. The first-order 
condi;on is: 

  

In this interval, firm 0 maximizes its profits by charging p = 1.98. Profits are 1.98 x 0.3 = 0.594. 

In the next interval, firm 0 doesn’t gain any of the generic consumers. It would have to lower its 
price all the way to 0.98 to aoract the generic consumer located at 0.3. Therefore there is no 
gain in lowering price unless the price is low enough to steal some consumers from the other 
branded firm. This starts happening once firm 0 has undercut by 0.4. Thus profits are strictly 
lower than if the firm charges p=1.98. 

In order to steal any of firm 1’s consumers, firm 0 must undercut firm 1 by at least 0.4 (and 
thereby aoract the consumer located at 0.7). By the ;me firm 0 has undercut firm 1 by 1, it will 
have taken all of firm 1’s 0.3 market share. 

If firm 0 chooses to undercut, its op;mal price is 0.3 + 1.58/2 = 1.09, and its profits will be 
0.594. There is no gain from undercuzng. (We assume that a firm that is indifferent picks the 

Π0 = p(0.3 − 0.5(p − 1.98)) for p ≥ 1.98,

Π0 = p(0.3) for 1.98 > p ≥ 1.58,

Π0 = p(0.3 + 0.5(1.58 − p)) for 0.98 ≤ p ≤ 1.58,

Π0 = p(0.6 + 0.5(0.98 − p)) for 0.58 < p ≤ 0.98.

Π0 = p(1) for p ≤ 0.58.

d Π0 /dp = (0.3 + 1.98/2) − p < 0 for p ≥ 1.98.
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high-price strategy. We can also adjust the prices slightly so that the firm strictly prefers the high 
price.) 

The final op;on is to price so low as to recover some of the generic customers. At this point, 
firm 0 has stolen away all of firm 1’s customers. Provided the price is above 0.58, firm 0 will only 
capture generic customers below 0.5. Here the price is so low that the first-order condi;on is 
always posi;ve: 

  

Once firm zero charges 0.58, it captures the generic customer at 0.5 and all the other generic 
customers in [0.5, 07]. Profits in this case are 0.58, which is lower than the 0.594 profits when 
firm 0 charges 1.98. 

If firm 1 is pricing at 1.98, firm 0’s op;mal response is also to price at 1.98. Equilibrium profits 
are 0.594 which exceed the profits of 0.5 obtained prior to generic entry. The intui;on is the 
generic firms have removed all the price-sensi;ve consumers from the market, leaving the 
incumbents the ability to raise prices substan;ally. What limits the price rise is a concern of 
losing more consumers to the generic. Prices almost double which raises profits since the 
generic only captures 40 percent of the market. But prices have not risen so much that a rival 
has an incen;ve to undercut and thereby undermine the equilibrium.

d Π0 /dp = (0.6 + 1.98/2) − p > 0 for p ≥ 0.98.
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